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Magnificent! I am so happy that you made the decision to make The Personal Success Accelerator 
System a part of your life and an important reminder of your personal growth! Everything you need 
to know to activate this System is below, just follow and complete. This System invests 12 hours of 
your life over the course of the next year. 12 hours! That’s one half of a day out of 365! I know that 
you are worth it, and I am thrilled that you believe you are as well. Begin! Cheers to your success! 
 
Here are your next steps and how-to details! 
 
Step #1: Schedule your meetings: 
 

• Grab your calendar and schedule in 12 months of one-on-one success meetings with yourself 
NOW. Each meeting will be 60-minutes in length and my recommendation is to schedule 
them one month apart and to put all 12 into your calendar RIGHT NOW. Give yourself the gift 
of uninterrupted and quiet time alone for every meeting. Your first meeting may run a bit longer 
because the scope of your worksheet requirements will be larger. Plan for that.  

 
Scheduled in advance your success meetings will be there for you to aspire to, rather than as 
a random afterthought. Using this System is about consistency and clarity. My favorite time 
to schedule introspective self-focused meetings is Sunday evenings. Sunday night is the 
abyss between the weekend and the week and a great time to reflect and take real-time 
action on what is now and what is next in your life! If Sunday does not work for you, find a 
time that you know will and try to be consistent in giving that time slot to yourself every 
month. 
 

• Every meeting should have elements of the worksheet and prompts attached. Once you do a 
few, feel free to customize your meetings. Note that your first meeting is different from all the 
others because instead of looking back over a month of accomplishments you will be reviewing a 
YEAR of successes big and small. This first meeting will set the groundwork for all of the others 
and act as a catalyst for renewal and growth 

 
Step #2: Assemble what to bring to each monthly meeting:  

 
- You 
- Your imagination, intuition, soul and gut 
- A Success Accelerator Worksheet 
- A dedicated notebook and pen to write with, or a dedicated computer file and laptop 
- Cell phone 
- Calendar if different from your cell phone or computer 
- Credit Card 
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Step #3: Review these tips to effectively use your Personal Success Accelerator 
Worksheet:  

 
Please note that for your first meeting you are looking back at your successes over the 
course of the past year. Then for every subsequent meeting you are looking back over 
successes spanning only the course of the previous month. You are NOT spending time in 
the past, but rather bringing those elements of success either celebrated or forgotten 
forward into the current moment so that you can use them to leverage your legacy NOW! 

 
- Follow the prompts each month to gather and log in your personal information. Feel free 

to expand upon the and customize these questions. 
- Once you do your initial worksheet highlighting a year of success this becomes your 

foundation for the months that follow. Keep it available for reference and review. 
 
- Once you complete your worksheet take the time to reflect on your accomplishments. 

Where can you do more of what worked? What did you learn from what did not? 
 

- You are bringing your calendar, phone and credit card to your meetings because the last part 
of this self-guided worksheet is to move your successes forward into more success. EXAMPLE: 
For example: If a networking event worked really well to build clients and relationships 
this month…what other events can you commit to and RSVP right now for the month 
ahead? I want you to identify your successes and then TAKE THE NEXT ACTION STEP to 
create more of what worked for you! 

 
- Once you have done your first one-on-one meeting with yourself it is time to schedule 

your Success Strategy Session with me! See below. 
 

Step #4: Schedule your Accelerator Strategy Session with me: 
 

As a bonus for investing in The Personal Success Accelerator System, you have access to a 45-minute 
Accelerator Strategy Session with me! Please schedule that session by clicking on the button 
below after you have completed your first or second monthly self-guided meeting with 
yourself. I want to celebrate your successes with you and support your continued growth so that 
you can live the legendary life you most want! Please note: Your time and my time is important! This 
bonus session carries a $250 value and because we are both valuable once booked your Success 
Session has a 24-hour cancellation window. This means if you cannot make the session you have 
scheduled you need to cancel 24-hours prior using the email link you are given in your session 
confirmation email or by contacting me directly at Randi@RandiLevinCoaching.com  to cancel your 
session. It is also up to you to call me at 201-803-1333 at the time of our scheduled session. If you 
schedule a session and you do not call me or cancel within a 24-hour window you will forfeit 
your Accelerator Strategy Session. You have up to 3-months from purchasing The Personal 
Success Accelerator System to schedule your one-on-one session. 

 
CLICK HERE TO SCHEDULE YOUR ACCELERATOR STRATEGY SESSION 
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Disclaimer for The Personal Success Accelerator System: Please note that this system and its insights are for educational and resource purposes 
only and do not come with any guarantees. By visiting this site and participating in this experience you are essentially signing a contract that 
states that you understand that Randi Levin Coaching does not make any guarantee of results from the materials provided or from the sessions 
given. 
 
The opinions and views expressed in The Personal Success Accelerator System are those of Randi Levin Coaching. This is not therapy. 
Clients/participants enter into this program with the understanding the they are responsible for their own results and herby release Randi Levin 
Coaching from any liability for adverse actions or results experienced by the client/participant as a result of this program. 
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